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This paper shows an embedding of the manifold of multivariate normal densities 
with informative geometry into the manifold of definite positive matrices with the 
Siegel metric. This embedding allows us to obtain a general lower bound for the 
Rao distance, which is itself a distance, and we suggest employing it for statistical 
purposes, taking into account the similitude of the above related metrics. Further- 
more, through this embedding, general statistical tests of hypothesis are derived, 
and some geometrical properties are studied too. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The construction of a proper distance between probabilistic models has 
been considered by several authors because of its important role in 
theoretical statistics as well as practical applications. Among others, 
Matusita [15 J and Rao [25,26] summarize some of the most important 
approaches introduced to solve this problem. Recently, interest in differen- 
tial geometric methods applied to data analysis and statistics has been 
revived, in particular, the study of the information metric for parametric 
families of probability distributions and for closed-form expressions of the 
associated geodesic distance, usually known as the Rao distance. This dif- 
ferential geometric approach was introduced by Rao [23] who generahzed 
the pioneering work of Mahalanobis [ 14 J thereby allowing the construc- 
tion, in a unified way, of distances between parametric density functions, 
with good properties from the point of view of data analysis. Other closely 
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related papers are those by Atkinson and Mitchell [3], Burbea and Rao 
[4, 51, Burbea [6], Burbea and Oller [7], Mitchell [16], Oller and 
Cuadras [19, 171, Oller [21], Skovgaard [31], among others. Apart from 
these, there are also the papers by Efron [9] and Amari [l, 21, who 
studied some other differential geometric aspects of probabilistic models. 
In broad outlines, given a parametric family of density functions 
F,= {p(~~8):0~@}, where p( .If?) is the density of parameters 
e= (tl,, . ..) 0,) and 0 is the parametric space, the above-mentioned 
methods allow us to define, under certain regularity conditions, a 
Riemannian man$old structure of either Fe or 0 manifolds, through the 
Fisher irzformation matrix, whose coefficients are: 
g, (0) = EB 
8lnp(.18)alnp(.I0) 
aei I aej ' i,j=l m 2 . ..> 
The geometry obtained is called the informative geometry of the parametric 
family previously considered. This geometry has several interesting proper- 
ties from a statistical point of view, particularly its invariance under non- 
singular transformations of the parameters as well as the random variables. 
The Rao distance for the multivariate normal model has not yet been 
obtained, even if the geodesics were recently derived by Eriksen [lo]. This 
paper presents an embedding of 0 for this model, which allows us to 
obtain a reasonable lower bound of the Rao distance. This lower bound is 
a distance, and it is also invariant under the action of the affine group on 
the parameter space. 
2. THE INFORMATION METRIC FOR MULTIVARIATE NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS 
We first will introduce some notation. Let M,,,(R) be the space of all 
n x m real matrices, S,(R) stands for the subspace of symmetric matrices of 
M,(R), CL,(R) denote the group of regular matrices on M,(R) and P,(R) 
the subset of positive-definite symmetric matrices in G&(R). Consider the 
introduction of the information metric in 8, see Skovgaard [31] for 
details, where 0 = M, x 1 (R) x Z’,,(R) is the parametric space of N,(/.J, C), 
the family of multivariate normal distributions parameterized by p = (pi) E 
M,, i(R) and Z= (oij) E P,(R), we obtain that 0 has a Riemannian 
manifold structure. The expression for the square of the line element, at any 
point 8 = (CL, Z), is 
ds*=dp’C-l dp+ftr{(C-‘dX)*). (1) 
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The associated system of differential equations, see, for instance, Burbea 
and Rao [4] or Skovgaard [31], is 
fi=Za 
Z=C(B-ap’), 
where a E M,. ,(R) and BE M,(R) are integration constants. 
(2) 
3. THE EMBEDDING OF 0 
With the differential metric defined by 
ds*= itr{(S-‘dS)*} (3) 
where SE~‘,+~(R), P,+l(R) h as a Riemannian manifold structure. This 
metric has been studied by Siegel [30] on the Hermitian matrix set and, 
in the context of the information metric, by James [13] for Wishart 
densities and by Burbea [6] when he considers the metric induced by (1) 
in the, submanifolds of 0 defined when the mean vectors are fixed to a 
constant one. Then (3) defines a well-known geometry. In particular, the 
geodesics and the Riemannian distance have been already computed, see 
Burbea [6] or Siegel [30], and the metric is invariant under the action of 
(G&(R), .) for changes of the form: 
s+ WSW’, WE GL,(R). 
The system of geodesic equations and its solution for a geodesic starting at 
S(0) = S, are respectively 
S(s) = S(s) H, S(s) = SiJ2 exp(Hs) S:12, (4) 
where H is a constant matrix which commutes with S,. Defining, for any 
square matrices A, B, 
(A, B) = tr(AB’), IIAII = [<A A)11’2, 
we can write the Riemannian distance between two points S, and 
S2~P,+1(R) as 
d(S,, S2)=2-1’2 ljln(S;“2S2S;1’2)I/ = l/2 i ln21i 
( > 
l/2 
, (5) 
i= I 
where In stands for the matrix logarithm and Ai are the eigenvalues of 
S,‘S,. 
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We will now prepare the embedding of 0 into P, + ,(R) by the following 
lemma: 
LEMMA 3.1. Any SE P,, ,(R) can be written as 
and, conversely, any matrix of the above-stated form is symmetric and 
positive-definite. Also, for any SE P,, ,(R) it is verified that 
ds2 = $(dfl/fl)” + fid$ C-‘dp + itr{ (C-‘dE)*}. 
Proof. To prove the first part, interpret matrix S as a conditional 
covariance. To prove the second result, observe that 
(6) 
S-Ids= 
~-‘(dC+B(dp)p’) /?C-’ dp 
-$C-l(dZ+fi(dp)/J)+(d/.?)/j?p’+d$ > -flp’C-‘dp+(d/W/? ’ 
(7) 
Then, if we write S - ’ dS = (s:; ::I), we have 
c;,+c12C2,=(C-’ d~)2+PC-1(dC)C-1(d~)~’ 
+(d~)~-‘(dll)cl’+P~-‘(d~)(d~)’ 
C21C,2+ C;,= -/?jL-‘(dC)Z-‘dp+fl(dp)‘C-ldp 
+ tW),‘P)* - (4) P’C-’ 4. 
By (3) and the hypothesis, we have that 
ds2=~tr{(S-‘dS)2}=~tr{C~,+C,2C2,}+~(C~2+C2,C,2). 
Taking into account that tr(Axy’) = y’Ax for Vx, y E M,,,(R), and for 
VA E M,(R), we obtain the above related result. g 
We will now define a map from 0 to P, + ,(R), which allows us to embed 
the first manifold into the second: 
(8) 
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It is possible, because of the invariance of the Siegel metric under the 
action of (G&(R), .), to establish a little more general map between 8 and 
P,+,(R): 
fP(PL, v = Pf(@ P’, P E G&(R). 
Choosing the class of maps where P = diag(1, 1, ,.., 1, y), y E R, we may 
establish a foliation on P,, i(R). Each of the fp has essentially the same 
properties asf, and hereafter, for simpler notation, we shall work withJ: 
Two possible interpretations of this embedding can be handled. The first 
considers any n-variate normal distribution associated in natural way to an 
element of the affine group dfn. This is the element such that its action on 
the random vector Z- N,,(O, I) transforms it to a random vector 
X- N,,(p, C). The dfH elements, and their action, can be written as: 
(“d:’ ;)(g=(““‘t”“)=(:), 
Therefore, we may consider this representation of the elements of the afline 
group as non-symmetric square roots of an element of the Siegel group of 
the form given in (8). 
On the other hand, notice that f(p, C) is the second-order moment with 
respect to the origin of (X, 1)’ if X- N,(p, 2). 
The second interpretation of the embedding considers a random vector 
(X Y)‘, where X takes values on M, x ,(R) and Y on R and where 
(X, Y)’ - N,, + ,(O, Y/), and 
It is well known that the conditional random vector XI Y = y is distributed 
as: 
Arbitrarily fixing the value of Y,, and y, we can identify in a natural way 
each YE P,, ,(R) with a multivariate normal N,(p, L’), where 
1 
z= Y,, - Yy,, Y,’ Y2, 
{ 
YY,, = ‘z + yY,*w 
P = y,2 y’22’ * y,*= Y22P 
for simplicity, taking Y2, = 1, the map defined above f between 8 and 
P,, r(R) is obtained. Notice that a measure of the curvature of the hyper- 
surface Y2, = 1, for instance, the Euler-Schouten tensor, could be inter- 
preted as a measure of the information associated to Y with respect to the 
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parameters Y,i and Y,,. (In connection with the two interpretations, see 
James [ 131.) 
We will now establish some geometric properties of 0 and f(o) in the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. (1) f is a difeomorphism of 0 onto f(Q). 
(2) f(o) is an ((n + l)(n + 2)/2 - I)-dimensional submanifold oj 
P,+,(R). 
(3) The line element defined in (3) induced on the submanifold f (0) 
can be expressed as: 
ds’ = $tr{ (.A-’ dZ)‘} + dp’ C-‘dp. 
(4) 0 is isometric tof(@). 
(5) f(0) is a non-geodesic submanifold of P,, ,(R). 
(6) If OpO= ((11, C)E 0:~ =pO constant} then f(@,,) is an 
(n(n + 1)/2)-dimensional geodesic submanifold of P, + ,(R). 
Proof Clearly f is a one to one mapping onto f(o) and it is C”, see 
Hicks [12], then (1) is proved. (2) is trivially checked. For (3), observe 
that Eq. (3) is in the point f(p, C), 
ds2= itr{(fp'(p,C)df(p, Zc))'); 
then apply Lemma 3.1, now with fl= 1 and d/? = 0. With this result, f is a 
difeomorphism and also an isometry; then 0 is isometric to f(o). 
For (5), we simply check that the geodesics in P, + ,(R) differ from the 
geodesics in f (0) induced by the metric of P, + ,(R). Taking into account 
(2), that is, the geodesic equations in 0, the isometry between 0 and f(Q) 
established in (4), and the expression (7) (/I = 0), in a geodesic off (0) at 
S(s), we have that 
s-13= B a 
-p’B+a’C > -p’a ’ 
where a and B are constants, but not S - ‘3. On the other hand, in a 
geodesic of P,, ,(R), see (4), S -‘& is constant; then the geodesics are not 
equivalent. 
For (6), because p=p,, then dp=O and by (7) it follows that 
s-3=( -fbB i)> 
which is constant. Then the solution will be the same as in P,, ,(R). 1 
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We remember that the Rao distance for two points in 0, has been 
found by Jensen, see Atkinson and Mitchell [3] and Burbea [6]. 
COROLLARY. Let be 8, and tY12 two points of 0. If p is the Rao distance 
between them and d is the Riemannian distance between f(e,) and f (0,) in 
P,,+,(R), then: pad. If8,,92E0,,o then d=p. 
Proof: By Theorem 3.1, f (0) is isometric to 0. Then p is also the 
Riemannian distance between f(0,) and f(e,) restricted to f(o). But f(o) 
is a non-geodesic and complete submanifold; then the geodesic distance 
restricted there is greater than or equal to the geodesic distance on 
P,, r(R). On the other hand, because 0, and f (0,) are respectively 
geodesic submanifolds of 0 and P,, r(R), if el, e2 E O,, then d = p. 1 
We emphasize these two important results in the discussion (Section 5). 
Let us consider an alternative computation of distance d, which also has 
important consequences from the point of view of data analysis. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Si=f(e,)=f(pl,Zi), i=l,2, be twopoints off(Q); 
then 
C;“‘(C, + Ap A/i) C,“’ E;‘12 Ap 
Ap’C; lf* 1 
D+AjA/i’ A/i 
A/i’ 1 )!I [ 
n+1 
= l/2 1 In2 Ai 
i= I 1 
112 
, 
where TE GL,(R) is such that TT’ = I, D = T’.Z;‘~2C2Z:,‘/2 T is diagonal, 
Ap = (p2 - pl), Afi = T’ZF”~ Ap, and Ai are the eigenvalues off (Aji, D). 
ProoJ Define S ; ‘I* = QR = R’Q’, where R E GL,(R) such that RR’ = I 
and 
Q=( 
z;l’* 0 
-@;‘/2 > 1 . 
Q is a non-symmetric square root of S ;’ = QQ’. Therefore, from (5), it 
results: 
d(S,, S2)=2-lj2 IIIn(S;“2S2S;“2))1 =2-r” liln(Q’S,Q)ll. 
The second equality is an immediate consequence of the invariance of the 
Siegel metric under changes from (GL,(R), .). 1 
Let us now consider Z:, = .Z, = 2, that is, the fixed covariance matrix 
case or Mahalanobis case. Hereafter d, denotes the Mahalanobis distance, 
Mahalanobis [14]. 
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COROLLARY. Let Si=f(O,)=f(pj,Z), i=l,2, be two points off(@) 
then: 
d(S,, S,)=argcosh dM(el? 02)+ 1 
2 1. 
Therefore, when points with a fixed covariance matrix are considered, d is a 
monotonous increasing function of d,. 
Proof In Theorem 3.2, if C, = Z, = C then D = I and T can be chosen 
such that Ap= IIC;1’2(pL2-pl)\/ e, =dMee,, where e,=(l,O,...,O)‘E 
M,, i(R). Therefore the expression for the distance in Theorem 3.2 reduces 
to 
d(S,, Sz)=2p1’2 
Z+ d2,e,e; dMe, 
d e, 
1 
=2-l’* //ln HII. (9) 
M 1 
The eigenvalues of H can be expressed following some well-known lemmas 
of matrix algebra, see for instance Graybill [ 11, p. 184, p. 2031, obtaining 
1H-111=(1-~)II+d~e,e;-E,Z-(1-~)-’d2,ele;J=0, A#1 
=(l -A)“-’ (A*-l(dL+2)+ l)=O, 
taking into account that ln(a -m) = -ln(a + m) = -arg cash a 
for Va > 1, we finally obtain the result stated above. 1 
Let us consider two univariate normal densities with parameters 
8, = (pi, cr:) and 8, = (p2, CJ:). If Si=f(ei) for i= 1, 2, from Theorem 3.2 it 
is seen that 
d(S,,S,)=[argcosh2[dP2~~+1]+~ln2~2]”2, (10) 
where t1* = c2/e1 and Afi = (p2 - ~~)/a,. Following Burbea and Rao [4], if 
we define for any (a, 6, c, d) E R4 - {O,,], 
&a, b; c, d) = 
(c-a)2+2(d-b)2 ‘I2 1 (c-a)2+2(d+b)2 ’ 
we can write the Rao distance between these two densities as: 
p(p1,~f;p2,~~)=$ln 
[ 
1+b(p1’g1’p2y62) . 
1 -w-h, cl; p*,az) 1 (11) 
An alternative expression to (10) is 
d2(S,,S2)=4Ip2(~L1,26:,~2,20:)+P2(C11,2o:.;~(1,2~:)]. (12) 
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Finally, we also note, as an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1, that for 
any (c, Q) in R” x G&(R) the mapping 
( 
~+PM PP ~ C+PW 
) ( 
PP 
DP’ P 1 PP’ P ’ 
where I= QZQ’ and ji = Q’p + c establishes a homeomorphism of 
P,+,(R) onto P,+,(R) which is also an isometry with respect to the metric 
(3). Consequently, the Riemannian distance between f(0,) and f(0,) for 
any PE G&(R) and any 8,) e2 E 0 is invariant under the action of the 
affine group on the parameter space 0. 
4. SOME APPLICATIONS ON HYPOTHESIS TESTING AND DATA ANALYSIS 
In a way similar to Oller [22], it is possible to apply the latter results 
to construct tests of parametric statistical hypothesis, in our case, tests of 
the parameters of the multivaraite normal model. Because of the existence 
of a global chart, we restrict here the discussion, for simplicity, to a coor- 
dinate-dependent version of the tests using distance (5). 
Let us consider a hypothesis-testing problem defined by 
iv,: g(8) = 0, H, : g(8) # 0 
for a smooth function g, where 8 E 8, the parameter space of the normal 
density functions, as in Sections 2 and 3. The null hypothesis defines a 
submanifold 8, c 0. Given a sample, we can define the distance from the 
likelihood estimation of 8, e*(x) E 0*, to 00, as 
age*) = inf{d(f(e),f(e*)):8E s,>, (13) 
where x = (xi, . . . . x,), xi E R”, is a sample of size m > 1, and 
e* = (2, s), i=ti!, xi, 
S= ---& $ (xi-x)(xi-q 
,=I 
also in (13), d is the distance on P ,,+,(R) defined in (5), andfis the map 
(8) which embeds 8 in P,, i(R). Then, given a sample x, we are able to 
define a statistical test for solving the previous hypothesis testing problem, 
whose critical region is 
we = {XE R”““:B@,(e*) > A,}, 
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where E is the significance level of the test and the constant A, is chosen in 
such a way that 
Prob(x E W, 1 HO) < E. 
We will now apply these considerations to some common hypothesis 
testing problems, but it is not our purpose to do an exhaustive study of all 
the possible tests. 
4.1. Testing Equality to a Fixed Covariance Matrix 
For the hypothesis testing problem 
Ho: z=z,, H,: Z#&, (14) 
the problem to minimize d can be more easily solved taking into account 
that P,+,(R) is a complete manifold, then there exist &, = (pO, C,) such 
that d(f(e*hf(W . 1s minimum. By the Gauss lemma, the geodesic curve 
S(s) between f(0,) and f(d*) is orthogonal to @,r@,, at f(&,). By 
Lemma A.2 (see Appendix), it results: 
S(s) = 
Zh12 e “C~12 + pp’ p 
P’ > 1 ’ 
where tr( U2) = 1, UE S,(R); 
then along this geodesic ~1 is constant and 8,, = (X, C,). Furthermore, 
because the element (n + 1) x (n + 1) is constantly 1, this geodesic on 
P,, r(R) is also the geodesic curve on the submanifold f(e), in other 
words, in this case the distance on the Siegel group is equal to the Rao dis- 
tance, and therefore, an analogous test to (13) based on the Rao distance, 
for the hypothesis testing problem (14), is totally equivalent to that based 
on the Siegel distance. From (5) and simplifying the expression for 
d(f(2, S), f(x, Z,)) the critical region for the hypothesis testing problem is 
W,= xER”Xm:2-1/2 ~~ln(Z;‘/*SC;“*)~~ = 2-l i ln2,1j 
112 
1 I >A, , i=l 
(15) 
where the li are now the eigenvalues of C; ‘j2S. We emphasize the 
invariance of the above-obtained critical region under the action of 
(G&(R), .), a consequence of the invariance of distance d. 
On the other hand, for the same hypothesis testing problem, it is well 
known, see Muirhead [17, pp. 353-3551, that the likelihood ratio test 
criterion establishes a critical region such that 
WE= {xER”~~ : (e/m)““‘12 (det J)*” exp tr( --A/2) > K,}, 
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where A= (m - 1) E;,“2SE;“2, and the test differs from the Siegel 
distance criterion test (15). 
Finally, it is possible to establish the assymptotic distribution of the 
statistic: 
I/2 
U=2-“’ ~~ln(,X~“2SC;1’2)~/ = 1 . (16) 
James [ 131 obtains the assymptotic distribution under HO of V= 
m/2 C?=, ln2 lj as x2 with n(n + 1)/2 degrees of freedom, and the limiting 
distribution of U can therefore be immediately derived. Another previously 
proposed statistic for the problem (14), see Nagao [18], is 
which, under the null hypothesis, has the same limiting distribution as V. 
Moreover, the test proposed by Nagao and the Siegel distance test (15), 
under HO, are assymptotically equivalent. 
4.2. Sphericity Test 
The second hypothesis testing problem that we study is usually known 
as the sphericity test: 
H,:.lC=IZ, l>O, H,:sX#IZ. (17) 
Let us write 0, = OA,. For a fixed 1, the problem to minimize d is a 
particular case of (14), and the nearest point to f(t)*) on f(O,,) is 
j(O,) =f(X, LZ). The distance between the two points is 
d2(f(e*),f(bJ) = f f: ln2(&/~), Ai are eigen-values of S. 
i=l 
The minimum of the later expression is obtained when 13. = [nl=, &] l/“, 
then this expression can be written as 
d2(f(e*),f(e,)) = k Illn( (det S) -I/’ S)li 2 
and also differs of the likelihood ratio test for this problem, see Muirhead 
[ 17, pp. 333-3391. 
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4.3. Testing Equality to a Fixed Mean Vector 
The following hypothesis testing problem concerns the mean vector, 
Ho:p=po, H1: P z PO. 
We can reduce this problem, without loss of generality, to 
(18) 
H,:p=O, H,:p#O 
and, because of the invariance properties of the Siegel distance, the 
problem of minimizing the distance between f(X, S) to the hypersurface 
Q,~Q,= {(p,z)EQ:p=o} is the same as minimizing the distance of 
m 0 to Qw where j = S -“‘X. Following the steps of the solution to the 
problem testing (14), the geodesic S(s) orthogonal to Q,, computed in 
Lemma A.2, has the form 
where pi, i = 1, 3 are scalar functions on s and v is an arbitrary tangent 
vector, unless there is a condition on its norm, see Lemma A.2 for details. 
Therefore, because the geodesic connecting f( j, I) and f(0, z) has the latter 
form, 
v = yj and ,E=I+&jj’ with E> -i)jll-2 
results, where the condition over E is imposed because CE P,(R). Now 
defining (f(j, I)))“’ = US = S’U’, where SE G&(R) such that SS’ = Z and 
U= I 0 ( > -j’ 1 ’ 
the hypothesis testing problem (18) summarizes in the minimization of 
d2U-(% kf(O, I+ m’)) 
=+ In 
(I ( 
I+(&+ 1)jj -j 
-j’ 1 >I 
=i )Iln WI) 
with E > - lljlj -*, the matrix W has in 1 an eigenvalue of multiplicity n - 1 
(the dimension of the subspace orthogonal to j). The other two eigenvalues 
can be obtained from the system: 
det W=1,,12= 1 +E lljll’ 
tr W=I,+I,+n-1=n+1+(.s+1)l(J(12. 
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Writing t2 = Ijyll 2 = X’S - ’ - x and 4 = (E + 1)/2 + ((E + 1)2/4 + l/t2)‘j2, we 
obtain that 
d2(f(j, Z),f(O, Z+ EYJ’)) = +ln2( 1 + t25) 
+ fln2(1 -5-l) with t> 1 
and the distance is strictly increasing function of t2. In conclusion, the test 
based on the Siegel distance is equivalent to considering a critical region as 
We= (xER’- :t2=.i?S-5>A,f, 
known as the T2-Hotelling test, whose optimum properties (uniformly 
most powerful invariant test, likelihood ratio test, etc.) are well known, see 
Muirhead [I7, pp. 211-2191. 
4.4. Testing Equality of Two Mean Vectors’ 
From the solution of (18), it is also well known how to test if two 
normal distributions with the same covariance matrix are equal; that is, 
HO:CLI =PZ, H,:P,#P~, 
with common covariance matrix Z:, this hypothesis testing problem is 
written 
H,:,uc11-p2=p=0, H,:p,-pz=p#O (19) 
now, using the likelihood estimates for the mean pi --cl2 and the common 
covariance matrix, we obtain a classical result, (see Muirhead [17, 
pp. 217-219 3). 
4.5. Testing Equality to a Fixed Mean Vector and a 
Fixed Covariance Matrix 
Finally, let us consider the problem: 
H,:~=~OandZ=C,, H,:p#,u,,orC#Z,. 
The distance between 
d2(fk S)Jh,, &J) = d2(f(x S,MO, 0) 
with y=S-“2(x-~O) and S,,=C;“2SC;1’2 allows us to construct a 
critical region for the test, 
Under the assumption of equality of covariance matrices in two multi- 
variate normal populations, and to close this section, we will now briefly 
68313512.7 
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Mahalanobis Distance 
Fig. 1. Distances in Mahalanobis case. 
consider the relation between distance (5) (noted as d) and three other 
distances between multivariate normal distributions, which are the 
Muhalonobis (d,), Bhattacharyyu (dB), and Heflinger (dH) distances. In the 
corollary of Theorem 3.2 it is establised that d is a monotonous increasing 
function on dw , itself an increasing function on each of d, and d,. More 
precisely, the relations between these four distances are: 
d,<dg<dM and ddd,. 
Figure 1 illustrates how the distances differ with an increasing d,. Also 
notice the advantages of d against Hellinger and Bhattacharyya distances, 
bounded respectively by ,,6 and z. 
5. DISCUSSION 
In Theorem 3.1 and its corollary we saw that distance d is a lower bound 
of the Rao distance corresponding to a closely related geometry. Further- 
more, in the fixed mean vector case the two distances are equivalent. This 
suggests that we should use distance d for statistical purposes as an 
approximation of the Rao distance for multivariate normal densities. Apart 
from the above-mentioned properties, one important advantage with 
respect to other previously defined distances, such as Bhattacharyya or 
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Hellinger distance, is that the range of values of d is not bounded on R+. 
We saw in Section 4 some applications of d in the field of statistical 
hypothesis tests. Another immediate application of d is to employ it as a 
distance index between multivariate normal populations, representing these 
populations by the interdistance matrix with the aid of the multidimen- 
sional scaling methods. This is a generalization of the classical multivariate 
analysis method known as canonical discriminant analysis, see Rao [24]. 
Some preliminary results comparing these two techniques were studied by 
Calvo [8], but here we only remember that in the fixed covariance matrix 
case, by Corollary 4 of Theorem 3.2, distance d is a monotonous increasing 
function of Mahalanobis distance. Then, if the normal populations con- 
sidered are effectively in the fixed covariance matrix case, both distances 
(Mahalanobis and d) preserve the rank order in the sense of Shepard 
[28,25]. In this case, two consequences are thus derived: from the point 
of view of hypothesis testing the two distances are equivalent. On the other 
hand, the graphic representations will probably differ, even though the 
order relationship of the interdistances of any three points remains 
unchanged. 
APPENDIX: SOME OTHER DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF f( 0) 
We shall employ a similar notation to that introduced by Skovgaard 
[31] to denote the natural basis of the tangent space T,(P,+,(R)), with 
the identification: 
a 
as,, ++ E,, i<<ji,jE{l,...,n+l} 
where E,, = (di,Saj + GibSmj- 6US,B6,) E S,,, ,(R). 6, are the deltas of 
Kronecker, and E,, = EDI. Therefore, VXE TS( P, + 1(R)), 
iY+1 
X= 1 xijE,. 
i= 1 
As usual, the positive orientation in TS(P,+ ,(R)) is defined as follows: sup- 
pose U= (U,, . . . . UP), a basis on the tangent space at S, A the matrix of 
coordinates of U in the natural basis E= (E,), U has positive orientation 
if det, U = det A > 0. By definition, E has positive orientation. 
Further, it is easy to see that the tangent space at T,(f(@)), where 
Sef(O), is a subspace of T,(P ,,+ r(R)), and its natural basis is E. 
THEOREM A. 1. 
N=fi (y’ y). 
The unitary normal field of f(S) at S= f(p, Z) is: 
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Proof Let us remember that N has to verify: 
(dS,N)=$tr(S-‘dSS-‘N}=O 
(N, N) = $tr((S-1N)2} = 1. 
Considering S = f(p, C), writing N = (y ;, ) and applying (6) and (7), after 
some trivial computations we obtain 
(dS, N)=tr(C-‘dCC-‘U)+(~~‘-22u’)C-~d~~-’~ 
+ (20’ - 2wj4’) ,?- ’ dp = 0. (21) 
The last equation is verified for an arbitrary dp; then 
2u’-2w$=0~v=w~ 
the last implication can be made because dZ is also arbitrary. Replacing all 
these results on N we obtain 
(N, N)=w2=2. 
Let us write B=(E,,, . . . . E,,,+l, N). It is easy to see that B is a basis of 
T,(P,+ ,(R)); its orientation is given by det, B = w. Choosing w  = 2’j2, 
B has positive orientation. 1 
LEMMA A.l. Let N, and N,, be respectively the unitary normal fields of 
f(@~,) at S,~,=f(p, Z-,), where O,= ((p, Z)~@:.Z=Z~constant}, and of 
f(0,) at S,=f(O, C), where O,,= {(p, C)EO:~=O}. Therefore, 
where UES,(R), but must satisfy 1/2tr[(U-~~$)~Z:,~]+w~/2=1, with 
w real, and vEM,X1(R), b u must satisfy a212 $ v’C-‘v = 1, with a real. t 
Proof: Considering S = f(p, Z,,) in expression (21), with dC = 0, 
(dS, N,,,) = (2v’- 2wp’) Z,’ dp = 0; 
therefore U is arbitrary, and because dp is arbitrary, v = wp. The condition 
for w  and U derives from (N,,, N, ) = 1. 
Consider now S=f(O, 2:) in expression (21), with dp =0 and replace u 
by a, therefore: 
(dS, N,,)=tr(C-‘dC~-‘U)=O. 
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Because dE is arbitrary, U = 0. The condition for u and c1 derives from 
Wp,&J=l. I 
Let us now compute the orthogonal geodesics to the different hypersur- 
faces, that is, the geodesics whose tangent vectors at point f(p, Xc) are 
parallel to N, N, and N,. 
THEOREM A.2. Let Se = f (p, A’). The orthogonal geodesic off (8) at S, 
is given by 
ProoJ Write S, II2 as 
S -112 = T 
z-1/2 -~-‘I$ 
e 0' 1 T', 
where TT’ = I. (22) 
From (4) and Theorem A.l, 
exp(Hs) = exp(S,“2SBS;1’2s) 
results and finally S(s) = Si” exp(Hs) 5’;“. 1 
COROLLARY. Zf S = ($ E) the Riemannian distance between S and f (6) is: 
d= (2)-‘12 (In c(. 
The proof is simple from Theorem A.2. 
LEMMA A.2. Let S, = f(p, z,,). The orthogonal geodesic of f(S,) at 
S, is given by 
where V and w are defined as in Lemma A.l, and K = V - w&. Let 
S, = f(0, 2). The orthogonal geodesic of f(@,) at S, is given by 
where qi = (=I: )andwhereAi=or/2+(-1)i+1(1-a2/4)’/2andoandcrare 
defined as in Lemma A.1. 
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Proof. The proof is obtained in a way similar to that in Theorem A.2. 
Notice only for the second geodesic that 
S(s) = P exp(ZZs) P = P exp L 0 
c- ‘15) 
(Z-112 a s p, )I 
where P=f(O, Cl”). 1 
THEOREM A.3. Let X be a tangent vector on S = f(,u, L') E f(S). If 
where L denotes the Weingarten map. 
Proof. The covariant derivative of Y in the direction X at S, see 
Skovgaard [31] or Calvo [S], is 
DxY= -$(YS-‘X+XS-‘Y); (23) 
taking into account that L(X) = DxN, N being the unitary normal field to 
f(o) at S, from Theorem A.l, it follows: 
XS-‘N=Jri “dt’ 0” . 
( > 
Finally, because (XS -IN)’ = NS - ‘X, we obtain the above-mentioned 
result. 1 
THEOREM A.4. Let X, Y be two tangent vectors at S= f(p, Z) E f(s). Zj 
ZZ(X, Y) denotes the second fundamental form and 
then ZZ( X, Y) = 2 - 1’2q’C- l t. 
Since ZZ(X, Y) = (L(X), Y), the theorem follows applying (6) and 
Theorem A.3. 
Finally we will compute the Euler-Schouten tensor, a measure of the 
relative curvature between f(S) and P,+,(R). 
THEOREM AS. Zf S = f(p, C) E f(Q), the Euler-Schouten tensor H with 
respect to E, without its last element E,,+ ,jCn+ ,,, may be written as: 
H= -8-‘/‘(i, $,)eP,(R), where m=(n+l)“-1. 
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Proof If Epq, E,, E E, where E is the natural basis of the tangent space 
T&-(O)), N the normal vector to f(e) at S, the Euler-Schouten tensor, 
Schouten 1271, is defined as 
From the scalar product definition on P, + i(R), the form of the covariant 
derivative (23) and the matricial trace properties, it follows that 
H(E,,, E,,, N)= - ttr(S-‘E,,S~‘E,,S-‘N+S-‘E,,S-‘E,,S-’N) 
= - $tr(S-‘EP,SPINS-‘E,, + S-‘NS-‘E,,S-‘E,,) 
= - + (W,,), E,,) = - $I(&,,, Err). 
If Z:-’ = (cJ~), from Theorem A.4 we have 
(1) q<n+ 1 or t<n+ 1. Then H(E,,, E,,, N)=O. 
(2) q=n+ 1 and t=n+ 1. Then H(E,,, ETt, N)= -S-‘/2aP’. 1 
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